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WASHINGTON Jan. 1, (Reuter). - Report of British Foreign Office on Peace Talks: The British Government supports these efforts made by Mr. Julius Nyerere of Tanganyika to bring about a settlement of the Congo crisis. The British Foreign Office said the British view is that peace must be preserved in the Congo, and that this can only be achieved by the timely settlement of the various issues involved. The British also believe that the United Nations must play a major role in this process.

Launched in London on Monday night, the report said that the British view is that peace in the Congo is of paramount importance and that the United Nations must take immediate steps to ensure its preservation. The report also stated that the British view is that the United Nations must play a major role in this process. The British also believe that peace in the Congo is of paramount importance and that the United Nations must take immediate steps to ensure its preservation.

The report said that the British view is that peace in the Congo is of paramount importance and that the United Nations must take immediate steps to ensure its preservation. The British also believe that the United Nations must play a major role in this process. The report also stated that the British view is that peace in the Congo is of paramount importance and that the United Nations must take immediate steps to ensure its preservation.

The report said that the British view is that peace in the Congo is of paramount importance and that the United Nations must take immediate steps to ensure its preservation. The British also believe that the United Nations must play a major role in this process. The report also stated that the British view is that peace in the Congo is of paramount importance and that the United Nations must take immediate steps to ensure its preservation.
President Tshombe of Katanga, second-largest territory in Africa, has accepted the United Nations' ultimatum to accept the resumption of constitutional activities in Katanga and has said that he is ready to step down as secessionist leader of his province.

Tshombe's acceptance of the United Nations' ultimatum was announced in a statement read out by the United Nations while he is meeting in Katanga. The statement said that Tshombe has decided to step down as leader of the Katanga province and to accept the resumption of constitutional activities in the province.

The United Nations' ultimatum stipulated that Tshombe must accept the resumption of constitutional activities in Katanga and step down as secessionist leader of the province. Tshombe's acceptance of the ultimatum is a significant development in the ongoing conflict in Katanga.

In a separate development, the United Nations has announced that it will begin to deploy peacekeepers to Katanga to help maintain order and protect civilians.

The United Nations' decision to deploy peacekeepers is a welcome development, as it will help to prevent further violence and instability in Katanga.

In related news, the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies have announced that they will begin to provide humanitarian aid to people affected by the conflict in Katanga.

The International Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies are well-known humanitarian organizations that provide aid and assistance to people affected by conflict and other crises.
Adoula Sends Parliament On Vacation

U.N. Troops Advancing to Jedowitzville

Britain Strengthens Nuclear-Striking Power

Spanish Cortes Officially Rain on United Nations

Britain Hopes Tjolombe Land Aid to Achieve Peaceful Solution

U.S. Officials Hail Delay of European Union

ADOUA, Feb. 2 (UPI) - Adoula, the prime minister of the United Republic of Chad, has sent a memo to the parliament requesting a vacation for the legislators. This is reportedly a routine procedure to keep the parliament in session during the rainy season. According to the prime minister, this will ensure that the parliament is not disrupted by rains and other weather-related issues.

The memo suggests that the parliament should meet for a month or less to discuss important issues. The prime minister also mentioned that the parliament would be able to work effectively during this period.

British Parliament back at work after recess

U.S. Air Force bases in Britain have been strengthened to increase the country's nuclear-striking power. The move is part of the ongoing defense strategy to deter any potential threats.

Spanish Cortes

The Spanish Cortes has decided to delay the introduction of the United Nations. The reason given is that the Cortes is still in the process of discussing the matter and needs more time to make a decision.

Britain hopes Tjolombe land aid to achieve peaceful solution

Britain is hoping that land aid to Tjolombe will help achieve peaceful solutions. The aid will be used to develop the region and improve the living conditions of the local population.

U.S. officials hail delay of European Union

U.S. officials have hailed the delay of the European Union's decision as a positive step. This is because it allows more time for discussions and negotiation.

The Weather

The weather forecast predicts mostly sunny conditions with a slight chance of showers. Temperatures are expected to be mild throughout the day.
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Exploration in U.S. Indonesia and Ceylon to Exert Effort to End Sino-Indian Dispute

KABUL, Jan. 5, 1963 (UPI) - Exploration in U.S. Indonesia and Ceylon to exert effort to end Sino-Indian dispute.
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Bohann Talks With de Merville on Polish Offer

PARIS, Jan. 5 (UPI) - Bohann, the French foreign minister, has talked with de Merville on Polish offer.
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U.S. to Commission Fifth Polar Submarine

WASHINGTON, Jan. 5 (UPI) - The United States is to commission its fifth polar submarine.
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Shake-up of Middle East

ELITES, Jan. 5 (UPI) - Shake-up of Middle East.
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Jirga Reiterates Decision To Resist Pak Aggression

KABUL, Jan. 5 (UPI) - Jirga reiterates decision to resist Pak aggression.
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KABUL, Jan. 5 (UPI) - K. A. Klein.
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